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Close Combat Engineer
and Mine Warfare Directorate,
Close Combat Heavy Branch

Mr. Richard L. Klass
DGA International, Inc.
1225 Nineteenth Street NW
Washington, DC 20036

Dear Mr. Klass:
Thank you for your 24 July 1984 letter providing informa—

tion on the Panhard M-11 and Sagaie 2 Armored Vehicles. Both
the US and France recognize the need for light, deployable,
armored combat vehicles on the future battlefield, and your
planned demonstration and exhibits this fall should give us
an excellent opportunity to work closer together in regard to
future combat vehicle requirements.

As you may be aware, TRADOC has previously considered the
Panhard M—11 system in conjunction with current and projected
US light vehicle requirements. At that time, we determined
that the M-11 capability was, to a large degree, duplicated by
our US High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV).
The M-11 display at the recent Marine Corps League Exhibit was,
however, very well received; and our 9th Infantry Division
(Motorized), along with other US Army representatives, is
planning to observe your demonstrations in Washington later
this year.

I was pleased to see that the Sagaie 2 is among the off-
shore produced systems being evaluated as a surrogate Armored
Gun System (AGS). Factors such as deployability, lethality,
and supportability are being examined for all potential candi-
dates.

I wish you luck during your upcoming demonstrations, and I
look forward to seeing the M—11 at the AUSA display this fall.

Sincerely,

a: éggmw
1 liam R. Richardson

General, United States Army
Commanding
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24 July 1984 em: Aomssmee R

_.M.
General William R. Richardson, USA I 9/Commanding General d
U.S. Army, TRADOC
Ft. Monroe, VA .2365! ”VJ/9'-
Dear General Richardson: é

. . , 7%13 ?This letter is on behalf of our client, Societe de Constructions Mecaniques
Parhard et Levassor (Parhard). “a

Panhard produces two light armored vehicles which we believe would be of 27/7
interest to the U.S. Army, especially for the new l0,000-man ultra-light divisions
and the 9th high-technology motorized division. The vehicles are ue Sagaie 2 and
the ULTRAV M-l l.

O Sagaie 2 is an improved twin—diesel version of the Sagaie l, which is
currently deployed with the French Intervention Forces. Both the :

Sagaie l and the Sagaie 2 mount the 90mm F-ll high-velocity gun. The ‘

Sagaie 2 has exceptional mobility on land and water and its bw weight l

(9.5 metric tons) allows one to be transported in me CH-WD, or two to
be transported in the C-lBO. Based on an interest expressed by
TRADOC, we have quoted a price to Ft. Lewis of $700,000 Er vehicle
fully equipped with the F-li. The Sagaie 2 also can carry the M-2l42
dmain gun. The weight then is approximately 8.5 metric tons.

ULT§_A_V_M_—__l_l_is a new, ultra-light (3.3 metric tons combat loaded)
fix-Hy armored fighting vehicle. This vehicle has armor protection at
least equal to the LAV-25 and is transportable by the Blackhawk. The
French Army will choose between the M-ll and a competing vehicle in
the near future for reconnaissance and anti—tank (6 MILAN or TOW)
missions. Except for the weight associated wim its armor protection
and other minor parameters, the M-ll is capable of meeting the
preliminary performance requirements of the proposed Fast Attack
Vehicle (FAV). In addition to armor protection, the M-ll offers both
NBC protection and amphibious capability. The M-ll uses a
single-diesel engine and a transmission identical to me Sagaie 2;
thereby erhancing bgistic support if the two vehicles are used
together. We provided a preliminary briefing on the M-ll to General
McNair in April 1981+.
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Panhard will display the M-ll at me Marine Corps League Exhibit
(5-7 August 1984) and the AUSA Show (15—17 October l98l4). in between shows we
intend to ship the vehicle to PACCAR in Renton, Washington. We are discussing a
formal teaming agreement with PACCAR and hope to arrange a demonstration of
the vehicle at me PACCAR test facility or at Ft. Lewis during the last half of
September. We are contacting officials at Ft. Knox and Ft. Benning to see if iey
would be interested in simihr demonstrations after AUSA.

We would like to have the opportunity to show you the M-ll vehicle at
AUSA and to discuss wii you or your staff then, or at another time convenient to
you, the possibility of a full test of the M-ll or ie Sagaie 2.

Sincerely,QM
Ridiard L. Klass
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